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'pointed out in the appended claims. 
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[0 all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I. \VILLIAM L. R._EM 

MET, a citizen of the United States, residing 
at: b‘clienectady, county of Schenectady, 
State of New York. have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Systems of 
Ship Propulsion, of which the following is 
a specification. _ 

My invention relates to systems of ship 
propulsion, and has for its object the pro~ 
vision of an improved system for the propul 
sion of ships. More pa rticularly, the object 
of the present invention is to provide an 
improved system of ship propulsion partic 
ularly adapted for the economic propulsion 
‘of a large vessel over a wide range of speeds, 

’ he power required for the propulsion of 
a ship varies substantially as the cube of 
the ship's speed. and it is, therefore1 obvious 
that the power demands for propulsion pur 
poses are very materially different for dif 
ferent speeds of the ship. Thus, for low and 
cruising speeds avery much smaller amount 
of power is required for propulsion than is 
required for full or high speeds. For full 
and relatively high speeds, the entire capac 
ity of the propelling equipment is generally 
required. whereas for lower speeds only a 
relatively small proportion of the total ca 
pacity ot' the equipment is necessary, and 
the principal aim of my present invention is 
to provide an equipment which not only op 
erates economically for high speed naviga 
tion, but in which the relatively small power 
demands for the lower speeds of navigation 
are also economically obtained. In carrying 
out the invention. I provide a combined 
mechanical and electrical equipment by 
which the ship can be economically propelled 
over a wide range of speeds. 
The novel features of the invention, which 

I believe to he patentable, are de?nitely 
The in 

vention itself. together with the arrange 
ment of apparatus in a system embodying 
the same and the operation thereof. will be 
understood from the following description 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which— 
Figure l is a diagrammatic view of a ship 

propulsion equipment embodying the inven~ 
tion; Fig. 2 is a modified emlimlimcnt of the 
invention, and Figs. 3 and 4 are diagram 
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matic detail views indicating the arrange 
ment of the mechanical gearing in the equip 
ments of Figs. 1. and 2 respectively. 
The equipment diagrammatically illus 

trated in Fig. 1 is for a vessel having four 
propellers 10. The shafts ll of these pro 
pellers are connected to the low speed gear 
12 of a flexible speed reducing gearing suit 
able for marine purposes. The type of gear 
described in U. S. patent to Alquist No. 
1,165,830, patented December 28, 1915, may 
be advantageously emj'iloyed, and in F ig'. l 
of the accoml‘ianying drawings I have gen 
erally indicated such a type of gearing by 
reference numeral 13. In Fig. 3 of the ac 
companying drawings, .I have diagrammath 
cally represented the operative relation of 
the high speed shafts 14 and 15 and the low 
speed shaft 11 and their associated gears, in< 
eluding the flexible idlers 16. 
The rotor of the high pressure elastic 

?uid turbine 17' is mounted on the high 
speed shaft- H. while the rotor of a low pres 
sure elastic fluid turbine 18 is mounted on 
the other hin'h speed shaft 15. Each high 
pressure tnr line .17 is arranged to exhaust 
into the admission of its cooperating low 
pressure turbine 18. Each turbine 18 is 
provided with a reversing section 19 which 
is adapted to receive high pressure ?uid 
from a main supply pipe 20. The pipes 20 
are connected to the source of elastic fluid, 
such for example as the steam boilers of the 
ship. A valve 21 serves to control the admis 
sion of motive ?uid to the turbine 17 and 
to the reversing section 19 of each generat 
ing unit. . 

It will he observed from the drawings that 
each of ‘the four propellers of the ship is 
provided with an arrangement. of appara 
tus such as hereinbefore described. In the 
case of the apparatus for the inward pro 
peller on each side of the ship, the inter 
mediate supply pipe 20" for the high pres 
sure turbine 17 may be connected to the ex 
haust of an auxiliary high pressure cruising 
turbine or to the main supply pipe 20. 
Valves 24- are provided for controlling the 
admission of high pressure fluid to the cruis 
ing turbines 23 or directly to the intermedi 
ate supply pipes 20’. A valve 25 is also pro 
vided in the exhaust of each of the cruising 
turbines 23, while a valve 26 serves to permit 
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of the ?ow of exhaust fluid from either 
of the cruising turbines 23 to both of the tur 
bines 17. ‘ 
An electric generator 28 is directly cou 

pled to each of the cruising turbines An 
electric motor 29 has its rotor mounted on 
the high speed shaft 15 of the mechanical 
gearin for the outward propeller on each 
side 0 the ship. Electric switches 30 and 
30' are rovided whereby the generators 28 
may in‘ ependently feed the motors 29, or 
either generator 28 may feed both motors 
29 in parallel. 
The operation of the equipment illus 

trated in Fig. 1 is as follows: For thepur 
poses of explanation, I will assume that the 
shi has a full speed of 35 knots. For full 
am relatively high speeds, say, for example, 
for speeds from 35 knots down to about 20 
knots, each propeller is mechanically driven 
by its cooperating high and low pressure 
turbines. For this range of speeds, the elec 
trical switches 30 are in their open positions 
and the valves 24 are positioned so as to ad 
_mit high pressure motive ?uid direct to the 
supply pipes 20’. The cruising turbines and 
their generators are thus idle. Variations 
of the shi ’s speed within this speed range are 
obtained y varying the admission of elastic 
fluid to the turbines, substantially as de 

. scribed in my U. S. Letters Patent No. 

35 

40 

1,137,308, patented April 27, 1915. For in 
termediate speeds, say, for example, from 
20 knots down to about 12 knots, the valves 
21.of the generating units for the outward 
propellers are closed, while'the valves 24 and 
25 are adjusted so as to admit high pressure 
?uid to the cruising turbines 23 and to 
permit the exhaust from these turbines to 
enter the intermediate supply pipes 20' and 
the generating units connected thereto. The 
valve 26 will be closed under this condi 
tion of navigation. The electric switches 30 
will be closed while the switch 30’ will be 
open. The generators 28 are thusvdriven 
by the turbines 23 and operate to supply 
electric energy independently to the motors 
29 geared to the outward propellers 10. The 
exhaust ?uid from the generator-turbines 
23 operate to drive the turbines '17 and 18 
of the inward propellers at the desired in 
termediate speeds. It will thus be evident 

‘ ' that the outward propellers are electrically 

(50 

driven, while the inward propellers are 
mechanically driven. In the drawings, I 
have represented the generators 28 as poly 
phase alternating current generators and the 
motors 29 as polyphase induction motors, 
but it will, of course, be understood that 
my invention may be carried out with other 

» types of electric generators and motors. For 

65 

the lowest speeds of the ship, say, for ex 
ample, from about 12 knots down to the 
lowest speed at which it is desired to op 
erate the ship, only one turbo-generator 
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23-—28 is operated. For this low range of 
speeds, the valve 26 is open, While the valves 
24 and 25 of one of the cruising turbines 23 
are closed. It will be understood that the 
valves 21 of the generating units for the 
outward propellers are’ also closed. The 
electric switch 30 of the operating generator 
will be closed, while the other switch 30 
-will be open, 'and the switch 30' will be 
closed. The two outward propellers are thus 
electrically driven from the one operating 
generator 28, while the two inward ropel 
lers are each mechanically driven by the 
exhaust ?uid from the one operating tur 
bine 23. The turbines for the two inward 
propellers are thus operated in parallel from 
the exhaust of one turbine 23, while the 
electric motors 29 of the two outward pro 
pellers are operated in parallel from the one 
generator 28. Reversing of the propellers 
and hence of theship is effected in the equip 
ment represented in Fig. 1 by manipulation 
of the valves 21‘to admit high pressure ?uid 
to the reversing turbine sections 19. For 
severe’reversing conditions, all four revers~ 
ing sections 19 may be re uired, whereas for 
ordinary maneuvering a out harbors and 
wharves all of the reversing turbine sections 
19 may not be required. 
In Fig. 2, I have indicated a modified ar 

rangement of apparatus embodying my 
present invention for a vessel having four 
propellers 10. The shaft 11 of each of these 
propellers is mechanically geared by suit 
able marine gearing 13' to an elastic ?uid 
turbine 40. In Fig. 4 of the drawings, 1 
have diagramn'iatically indicated a suitable 
arrangement of gearing for connecting the 
high speed turbine shaft ~11 to the low speed 
propeller shaft 11. As shown in this ?gure, 
the small gear on the turbine shaft 41 is 
connected by the ?exible idlers 16 to the 
main gear 12 on the propeller shaft 11. An 
electric motor 42 has its rotor mounted on 
the shaft 43 of one of‘the ?exible idlers 16 
of the outward propeller on each side of the 
ship. The motors 42 are adapted to be sup 
plied with olectric energy from a generator 
44 which is directly coupled to an auxiliary 
high pressure cruising turbine 45. A valve 
46 serves to admit hi h pressure ?uid from 
one of the main supp y pipes 20-to the tur 
bine 45.. The exhaust fluid of the turbine 45 
is adapted to be supplied to the admission 
of the turbines 4.0 of the inward propellers. 
Valves 47 control the admission of elastic 
?uid to the main turbines 40, while valves 
48 control the admission of the exhaust fluid 
of the turbine 45 to the turbines 40 of the 
two inward propellers. , ‘ 
The operation of the equipment illus— 

trated in Fig. 2 is as follows: For full and 
high speeds of the ship, the valves 46 and 
48 are closed, while all of the valves 47 are 
open. Variations in the ship’s speed are 
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obtained by varying the amount of elastic 
fluid. admitted to the turbines 40. For 
economical operation at relatively low 
speeds. all of the valves l? are closed, and 
the valves 46 and 48 are open. Under this 
condition_ high pressure ?uid is admitted to 
the cruising‘ turbine 45 and exhausts into 
the main turbine 40 of the two inward pro 
pellers. The generator 44 is simultaneously 
driven by the cruising turbine 45 and de 
livers electric energy in parallel to the 
meters 42. The outward propeller on each 
side of the ship is thus electrically driven, 
while the inward propeller of each side of 
the ship is mechanically driven. Suitable 
speed variation for this condition of op 
eration is obtained by controlling the amount 
of elastic ?uid mitted to the cruising tur 
bine 45. 
The auxiliary cruising turbine. or tur 

bines. as the case may be, are proportioned 
to economically deliver the relatively small 
amount of power required in propelling the 
ship at low speeds. Up to the limit of this 
low speed range, all of the steam enters the 
auxiliary turbine and its power is distrib 
uted as hereinbefore described. A larger 
power can be obtained by admitting steam 
to the main turbines which are not arranged 
to connuunicate with the exhaust of the 
cruising turbine. Such an addition of 
steam will increase the power propelling the 
vessel without increasing the load upon the 
generator and motors. A small cruising 
turbine. or turbines, can thus be made a 
means of improving the economy of the 
equipment through a considerable range of 
load. Except at the highest speeds of the 
vessel, it is not important that the tour pro— 
pellers deliver equal power. it the power de 
livered is divided er ually between the two 
sides of the ship. 1 ccordiugly, the power 
delivered to one propeller may be greater 
or less than the power delivered to the other 
propeller on the same side of the ship. pro 
vided the total power delivered to all the 
propellers on the same side of the ship is 
substantially equal to the total power de< 
livered to all the propellers on the other 
side of the ship. 
In accordance with the provisions of the 

patent statutes, I have described the prin 
ciple of operation of my invention, together 
with the apparatus which I now consider to 
represent the best embodiment thereof, but 
I desire to have it understood that the ap 
paratus shown is only illustrative. and that 
the invention can be carried out by other 
means. 

\Vhat I claim as new and desire to secure 
bv Letters l’atcnt of the li'nitcd States. is: 

i 1. .\ system of ship propulsion compr 
it!!! in combination. a plurality of main 
elastic ?uid turbines. a propeller coupled to 
each of said turbines and adapted to be me 

B 

chanically driven thereby when the ship is 
to be propelled at her higher speeds, an 
auxiliary elastic fluid turbine having its ex~ 
haust arranged to communicate with the ad 
mission of certain of said main turbines, an 
electric motor operatively arranged to elec~ 
trically drive each of the propellers whose 
main turbines are not arranged to communi~ 
cate with the exhaust of said auxiliary tur 
bine. an electric generator coupled to said 
auxiliary turbine and adapted to deliver 
electric energy to said motors, and means 
whereby the propellers provided with the 
aforementioned electric motor drive are 
electrically driven and the other propellers 
are mechanically driven when the ship is to 
be propelled at relatively low speeds. 

2. A system of ship propulsion compris 
ing in combination, a plurality of propellers 
on each side of the shi ), a main elastic ?uid 
turbine for each propeller. mechanical speed 
reducing gearing operatively connecting 
each propeller to its driving turbine, an 
electric motor operatively arranged to elec 
trically drive one or more of the propellers 
on each side of the ship, an auxiliary elastic 
?uid turbine directly coupled'to an electric 
generator. means for supplying the ex 
haust fluid of said auxiliary turbine to the 
admission of only the main turbines whose 
propellers are not provided with the afore 
mentioned electric motor drive, and means 
adapted to electrically connect one or more 
of said motors to said generator. 

3. A system of ship propulsion compris 
ing in combination, a plurality of propellers, 
a main elastic fluid turbine for each pro 
peller. na-ehanical speed reducing gearing 
operativcly connecting each propeller to its 
driving turbine, an electric motor opera 
tively connccttal to the mechanical gearing 
of certain of said propellers, an auxiliary 
elastic fluid turbine having its exhaust com 
municating with the admission of only the 
turbines whose propellers are not provided 
with the aforementioned electric motor 
drive. an electric generator coupled to said 
auxiliary turbine and adapted to be electri 
eally connected to said motors, and means 
for mechanically driving each propeller by 
its main turbine when the ship is to be pro 
pelled at. her high speeds and for electrically 
driving: those propellers furovidcd with the 
a t'oremcntioned electric motor drive and me 
chanically driving the remaining propellers 
when the ship is to be propelled at relatively 
low speeds. 

4. A system of ship propulsion compris 
ing in combination, a plurality of main. 
elastic fluid turbines, a propeller coupled to 
each turbine and adapted to be mechanically 
driven thereby. an electric motor arranged 
to electrically drive certain ol’ said pro 
pcllcrs. an auxiliary elastic fluid turbine 
having its exhaust conununicating with the 
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admission of only those turbines whose co- ?uid to said auxiliary turbine and mecheni 
operating propel ers are not provided with ‘cally driving the propellers whose turbines 
the aforementioned electric motor drive, an are in communication with the exhaust of 
electric generator coupled to said auxiliary the auxiliary turbine and electricall driv 
turbine and iii-ranged to deliver electric en- ing the other propellers when the ship is to 15 
ergy to said- motors, and means for en ply~ be propelled at relatively low speeds. 
ing elastic ?uid to all of said main tur ines In witness whereof, I' have hereunto set 
for mechanically driving each of said ro~ my hand this 11th day of December, 1916. pellers when the ship is to be propelle at 

10 her higher speeds and for supplying elastic WILLIAM L. R. EMMET. 


